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Prior’s Wood
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OS grid ref: ST490 745
Walk details
duration: 1.5 hrs
grade: easy
Key to map
walk
point of interest
1
reserve boundary
car park
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scale
400m
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Look out for...
From Portbury village turn right after passing the gatehouse on your
right and continue up the track between the fields.When you enter the
reserve by the interpretation sign (1) turn left off the main track and
follow the waymark to the top of the hill (2), across another ride and
down a flight of steps and into the heart of the wildlife rich woodland.
At the bottom turn right onto the woodland path. As you follow this path
it gently (3) rises and bends to the right, bringing you out again onto the
main ride (4). Turning left here past a replanted area. Continue onto the
reserve entrance by the Children’s Hospice South West (5). However,
do not leave the reserve, but turn right and descend the path that takes
you down to the stream.
Cross the bridge (6) and follow the path up the hill, taking the first right
onto the main track.Following this takes you into an extensive bluebell
area that is truly breathtaking in the spring. At the end of this path
(7) cross a new bridge that takes you up a slope and along a narrow
woodland path which eventually rejoins the ride near the fist sign (8).
Turn left and retrace your steps.

Bluebells

Bullfinch

How to get there
From Portbury take the Clapton-in-Gordano road, parking on layby just
after last house in Portbury village. Walk back to the gated lane, turning
onto a track that leads into the woodland.
Access
Some of the paths can be muddy, slippery and steep sided.
Chiff chaff

Why don’t you... come back in autumn on a fungus foray?
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